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Abstract: Human ecology has played an essential role in the spread of mosquito-borne diseases.
With standing water as a significant factor contributing to mosquito breeding, artificial containers
disposed of as trash—which are capable of holding standing water—provide suitable environments for
mosquito larvae to develop. The development of these larvae further contributes to the possibility for
local transmission of mosquito-borne diseases in urban areas such as Zika virus. One potential solution
to address this issue involves leveraging unmanned aerial vehicles that are already systematically
becoming more utilized in the field of geospatial technology. With higher pixel resolution in
comparison to satellite imagery, as well as having the ability to update spatial data more frequently,
we are interested in investigating the feasibility of unmanned aerial vehicles as a potential technology
for efficiently mapping potential breeding grounds. Therefore, we conducted a comparative study that
evaluated the performance of an unmanned aerial vehicle for identifying artificial containers to that of
conventionally utilized GPS receivers. The study was designed to better inform researchers on the
current viability of such devices for locating a potential factor (i.e., small form factor artificial containers
that can host mosquito breeding grounds) in the local transmission of mosquito-borne diseases.
By assessing the performance of an unmanned aerial vehicle against ground-truth global position
system technology, we can determine the effectiveness of unmanned aerial vehicles on this problem
through our selected metrics of: timeliness, sensitivity, and specificity. For the study, we investigated
these effectiveness metrics between the two technologies of interest in surveying a study area:
unmanned aerial vehicles (i.e., DJI Phantom 3 Standard) and global position system-based receivers
(i.e., Garmin GPSMAP 76Cx and the Garmin GPSMAP 78). We first conducted a design study with nine
external participants, who collected 678 waypoint data and 214 aerial images from commercial GPS
receivers and UAV, respectively. The participants then processed these data with professional mapping
software for visually identifying and spatially marking artificial containers between the aerial imagery
and the ground truth GPS data, respectively. From applying statistical methods (i.e., two-tailed, paired
t-test) on the participants’ data for comparing how the two technologies performed against each other,
our data analysis revealed that the GPS method performed better than the UAV method for the study
task of identifying the target small form factor artificial containers.
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1. Introduction

Artificial containers—which are human-made containers as opposed to containers formed via
natural processes—play an important role in the breeding of mosquitoes and the transmission of
mosquito-borne diseases. Examples of such artificial containers that are capable of holding standing
water include tires, bottles, plastic containers, vases, buckets, and cans. Although natural containers
can support a higher density of mosquito larvae, artificial containers are found to contain a greater
variety of mosquito species [1]. Artificial containers also serve as the primary habitat for the Aedes
mosquito, including Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus [2].

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Aedes aegypti Figure 1 is a
vital mosquito in spreading vector-borne diseases. Such diseases include chikungunya, which can lead
to symptoms like fever and joint pain in infected individuals [3]; dengue, which is a deadly disease in
the tropical regions of the world where individuals infected with the dengue virus can suffer from
high fever, low white blood cell count, and bodily pains/rashes [4]; and Zika, which can cause major
problems in the pregnancies of infected women [5]. While the Aedes albopictus mosquito is less likely
to spread these diseases, it is still a competent vector [5]. With a sufficient amount of standing water,
Aedes aegypti mosquitoes can breed and lay eggs in the water, leading to the development of larvae [2].
With artificial containers disposed of in the outside environment as trash having the ability to collect
and hold rainwater, the presence of Aedes aegypti mosquitoes at such containers can become an even
greater possibility.

For urban areas in parts of the world in particular, artificial containers play a role as the primary
mosquito habitat. One study conducted at a university campus in Malaysia focused on an area
susceptible to dengue, where both artificial and natural containers were examined for suitable mosquito
breeding sites [2]. Of the containers examined, 262 containers were identified as potential breeding
sites, with 65 of the containers and more than half of the plastic containers discovered to have contained
larvae. The study concluded that the presence of water in containers was the most significant factor in
determining mosquito breeding.

Figure 1. An Aedes aegypti mosquito (Muhammad Mahdi Karim, https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Aedes_aegypti_feeding.jpg, GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2, User: Muhammad
Mahdi Karim, Wikimedia).

Using geographic information system (GIS) technology to map the locations of artificial containers
would help to determine potential future hotspots for mosquito breeding. Unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) have potential advantages over other types of geospatial technology, in that they provide
high resolution imagery as well as having the ability to update spatial data in a real-time manner [6].
Prior research works have also specifically leveraged UAVs for addressing the various challenges in
mapping potential mosquito breeding grounds (e.g., [7–9]).

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aedes_aegypti_feeding.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aedes_aegypti_feeding.jpg
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Unlike these prior works, we focus our paper on a less-explored set of potential mosquito
breeding grounds associated with smaller artificial containers such as bottles, cups, bags, and so on.
These particular locations are relatively smaller and do not benefit from algorithms that locate visible
patches of dark colors or water in similar papers that explore mosquito breeding ground identification.
More specifically, our work investigates how a UAV would compare to ground-truth GPS technology
for mapping in a small geographical area and identifying relatively smaller artificial containers in
terms of time, cost, and accuracy [10]. We do so by investigating the effectiveness between unmanned
aerial vehicles and global position system technology in surveying a study area. We first conducted a
design study with nine external participants, who collected 678 waypoint data and 214 aerial images
from commercial GPS receivers and UAV, respectively. The participants then processed these data
with professional mapping software for visually identifying and spatially marking artificial containers
between the aerial imagery and the ground truth GPS data, respectively. From applying statistical
methods (i.e., two-tailed, paired t-test) on our selected metrics for measuring effectiveness, we describe
how these two technologies perform against each other.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our literature review of
various computing technologies that directly or peripherally relate to relevant mapping approaches for
identifying objects of interest. Section 3 describes our methodology that compares our implemented
approach that leverages UAV technology to the ground-truth GPS approach for mapping artificial
containers in a real-world location. Section 4 details our results and discussions on the outcomes
of comparing the two approaches. Section 5 describes potential next steps for expanding our work.
Section 6 overviews and outlines the contributions of our work.

2. Related Work

Various computing technologies have been or could potentially be leveraged for mapping our
target interest of mapping artificial containers, and we outline these representative technologies on
what has been done for driving our implemented approach for comparison. Specifically, we investigate
relevant works from approaches that leverage geospatial and image data from technologies such as
from GPS, UAVs, and smartphones. We additionally discuss prior related UAV-driven approaches for
mapping potential mosquito breeding grounds and how they differ from our work.

2.1. Geospatial Approach

Computing devices are becoming more intelligent and efficient as physical devices that connect
to data from wireless and satellite networks [11]. For example, devices that utilize geospatial data
from sensors such as GPS devices do so through a satellite-based system for receiving positioning
information. This positioning information is provided via coordinates by measuring the distances
between the receiver antennas and satellites, which have a known location. In absolute positioning,
only data retrieved from the satellites are used in computing coordinates [12]. Through triangulation,
positional accuracy can be achieved within centimeter accuracy, making the resulting coordinates
ground-truth data [13]. The advantages of GPS include high accuracy, wide range of measurement,
real-time capabilities, a common reference system and proximity to the location of measurement. Static
and kinematic tests accessed with a GPS indicate a high level of accuracy. In 2002, a small antenna
was installed at a known location, and GPS measurements were collected for 14.5 h. The standard
deviations of the latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates were both less than 2 m, such that the
re-positioning of the coordinates were consistent [13]. However, historical disadvantages of GPS
include the potential high-cost of the receivers and their complex computer computations [12]. This
high cost could prohibit public health organizations in global regions with smaller resources to afford
the use of GPS for identifying potential mosquito breeding groups. More recent technological trends
have led to declining costs of commercially available GPS devices that are becoming more standard on
newer commercial UAVs and as low-cost independent devices with lower accuracies [14], and remain
seldom studied in comparison to performance with existing high-cost GPS in their deployment on
related mapping tasks to our work.
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2.2. Computer Vision Approach

Approaches that leverage computer vision data from robots closely relate to our implementation
and comparison study, and such approaches have been explored for various environments and activities
(e.g., indoor workspaces [15]). These approaches also consist of outdoor visual identification activities
in populated environments using UAVs, which involve low-altitude aerial photography capabilities for
capturing photographs from low altitudes. To capture this photography, UAVs utilizes two components:
GPS to attain geospatial accuracy and a sensor for data collection [16]. The sensors of these aircrafts
utilize infrared sensitive films that can distinguish different types of vegetation, based on the varying
spectral reflectance of plant species. Specifically, the reflectance of near-infrared radiation from leaf
surfaces is between two and eight times greater than occurs in the visible part of the spectrum [17].
Compared to satellite imagery and GPS, camera images from UAVs could provide high-resolution
pixels for providing clearer imagery that could potentially make visual identification more efficient.

2.2.1. Mapping Land Change

In a study of zoonotic malaria in Malaysia, researchers theorized that land change was a key
factor in influencing the local transmission of the disease [6]. When a forest clearing occurred, this land
change could be mapped quickly and updated with the use of a UAV, aiding in the study of the
relationship that land change has on disease transmission.

2.2.2. Recognizing Objects from Imagery

Researchers in Sweden were interested in determining whether UAVs would visually recognize
plant species from the processed imagery effectively [18]. Using a UAV, recruited participants produced
a high-overlap orthomosaic with high spatial accuracy of one lake and one river. Identification of
plant species was done visually, based on printouts of the images. The accuracy of identification at
each test site was respectively 95.1% and 80.4%. When visualizing objects on imagery, the researchers
observed: “The human interpreter considers a larger range of interpretation elements including size,
shape, shadow, colour, texture, pattern, location, and associations with the object’s surrounding,
and thus uses the full potential of the high-spatial resolution image.” In addition, the researchers
shared that the ability of the UAV to fly at low altitudes, avoiding cloud interference, as well as the
high overlap of the imagery (70%), enabled the production of a clear, high-resolution vegetation map.

2.2.3. Capturing Geographic Data

Researchers in Ireland conducted a study for assessing the spatial accuracy of a UAV against GPS
technology [19]. In the study, a UAV was flown over the site with a 1 cm ground sampling distance
(GSD) in a grid-like pattern to capture at least 80% image overlap. Moreover, 45 ground markers were
utilized to capture known XYZ coordinates, and 728 photographs that were taken by the UAV were
aligned and georeferenced. Distances were measured from the center of each target point—as they
appeared on the orthomosaic—to the center of the target as measured by GPS, where the GPS data
was compared with digital elevation model (DEM) data. From the study, the researchers observed
that the UAV was more efficient in capturing geographic data in terms of time, cost, and accuracy.
That is, the researchers observed that mapping the XYZ coordinates of the 45 ground markers with the
high resolution camera-equipped UAV through photogrammetry achieved 95% reliability, which was
similar in reliability to real-time kinetic (RTK) GPS.

2.3. Smartphone Approach

Smartphone devices—with the ability to connect to existing electronic databases—could provide
quick, real-time updates that can minimize costs and data errors. With mosquitoes breeding in containers
with standing water, researchers observed a group of surveyors using a smartphone mobile app to first
enter data that were collected from each studied container, and then stored these data onto a server [20].
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To minimize discrepancy, the surveyors were trained to use the smartphone mobile app. Both time
and error were studied to assess the efficiency of the application in comparison to using paper to log
data. Based on the sites of study, it took an additional 384 min to process the data from the paper to the
database. Regarding accuracy, each container was identified with the type of container, the presence of
water, the presence of mosquito pupae, and the presence of mosquito larvae. The results indicated that
the duration of time and the proportion of errors with using the smartphone mobile app was lower
compared to using paper. This study demonstrated that a low-cost approach such as with ubiquitous
smartphones could be feasible for identifying potential mosquito breeding grounds in an effective
manner. However, the approach also required the services of more than one person that was physically
at the site, which may not scale as well as the number of sites for examining increases.

2.4. UAV Approach

As our work investigates a commercial UAV for surveying potential outdoor moquito breeding
grounds, we explore recent representative literature that similarly utilizes UAVs in such surveying
tasks and discuss how they differ from the work in this paper. Haas-Stapleton et al. [21] describe
their UAV approach for surveying regions of potential mosquito breeding grounds, which involved
equipping a UAV with a high-magnification camera for detecting color-contrasted artificial containers
of varying sizes. Case [22] describes their work that incorporates a neural networks approach to aerial
image data, which was collected from a commercial UAV data of densely-populated neighborhoods.
Aragão [7] performed a study that investigated various modelings of optimal UAV configurations
for use in identifying mosquito breeding grounds. Suduwella [8] described a UAV-based appraoch
for surveying potential mosquito breeding grounds, which utilized certain dark colors from aerial
images to locate environments associated with a certain subset of such mosquito breeding grounds.
Dias [9] describes the work that targets the automatic detection of relatively larger artificial containers
(e.g., abandoned tires, small pools of water) that are candidate mosquito breeding grounds.

From these described works, there has been strong progress in the usage of UAVs for surveying
potential mosquito breeding grounds from aerial data of outdoor environments with artificial
containers. At a high level, these prior related works often employ UAV approaches that are either
specialized adaptations of existing commercial UAVs, investigate artificial containers with larger form
factors or contrasting colors, or lack a comparative baseline study to baseline GPS surveying efforts.
In comparison, the novelty of our work that differentiates from these prior works consists of at least
the following: (1) a comparative study of publicly available devices for two prominent technologies
for surveying mosquito breeding grounds (i.e., commercially available UAVs and GPS receivers)
and mapping software tools, and (2) a study that involves non-experts utilizing these technologies
for surveying less commonly investigated smaller form factor artificial containers. We believe that
exploring these novelty points will provide researchers with valuable insights on the current state
of UAV technologies to baseline GPS technologies. Furthermore, we hope to motivate the need for
improved techniques on surveying work of such mosquito breeding sites and publicly-available
devices that can lead to efforts, such as crowd-driven solutions for expanding surveying knowledge of
potential spread of infectious diseases connected to mosquitoes.

3. Methodology

3.1. Equipment

For comparing the efficiency of UAV technology to GPS technology in terms of timeliness,
sensitivity, and specificity, we utilized a DJI Phantom 3 Standard (i.e., the UAV) for the UAV technology
Figure 2 and two Garmin GPS receivers—the Garmin GPSMAP 76Cx and the Garmin GPSMAP 78
(i.e., theGPS receivers)—for the GPS technology. The UAV has built-in GPS sensors as well as direction
indicators, with a built-in camera that uses 2.7K HD Video and an f /2.8 aperture and 20 mm equivalent
lens. The GPS receivers were capable of obtaining spatial (i.e., latitude and longitude) coordinates for
a location within an accuracy of three meters.
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Figure 2. DJI Phantom 3 Standard (TheSachuHopes, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DJI_
phantom_Drone.jpg, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International, User:TheSachuHopes,
Wikimedia).

3.2. Study Site

The area of interest for the study was an isolated parking lot of a demolished apartment complex,
located in a student residential area near a public university (Figure 3). This area was chosen due in part
to convenience sampling and for containing a large density of artificial containers disposed of as trash.

Figure 3. Grid flight pattern of UAV.

3.3. Study Design

For the study design, we organized the study site (i.e., the target parking lot area) into length-wise
divisions of two equal sections. In order to minimize our bias of gathering GPS spatial coordinates
and identifying aerial imagery of locations of the artificial containers, we recruited nine (9) external
participants to serve as volunteers for performing the study. Each volunteer was instructed on how to
use the GPS receivers to obtain spatial coordinates for each object of interest, and then to make a note of
the container’s type for future referencing. Volunteers surveyed one section of the study site by walking
through the entirety of their assigned section in a grid-like pattern. That is, five volunteers individually
surveyed one section, while the other four volunteers surveyed the other section. In addition to
obtaining coordinates for each artificial container, each volunteer also took notes of the container’s
type for later facilitating identification of the container from the aerial imagery. The following code
system Table 1 was shared with the volunteers for identifying the different container types.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DJI_phantom_Drone.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DJI_phantom_Drone.jpg
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Table 1. Code system for different container types for volunteers to identify. For plastic lids, we chose
to label as “Plid” instead of “Pl” for greater clarity. We also separated the type of cups due to the larger
proportion of plastic versus non-plastic ones.

Container Type Code

plastic bottle Pb
glass bottle Gb
plastic lid Plid

bucket Bu
(non-plastic) cup Cup

plastic cup PCup
bag Bag
can Can

plastic container Pc

The nine volunteers surveying their given section of the parking lot collected a total of 678 waypoints
from the two GPS receivers, where the containing information consisted of the coordinates and type of
each object that the volunteers identified as artificial containers. These waypoints were uploaded into the
GPS receivers’ software that was organized by volunteers into individual files. To measure the accuracy
of each volunteer’s aerial imagery identification against the GPS data, we utilized the participants’
collected GPS data from each section of the parking lot as the ground truth data. After labeling suitable
artificial containers as viable candidates for holding standing water, we identified one section of the
parking lot as containing a total of 66 artificial containers, while the other section as containing a total of
73 containers.

From the obtained aerial data, the volunteers geolocated and processed 214 images of the study
site were geolocated and processed on Pix4dmapper (https://www.pix4d.com/), a photogrammetry
software for professional drone mapping. Overall, 98% of the images (211 images) were calibrated
in producing a high-resolution orthomosaic and DSM (digital surface model). There was a median
of about 8318.78 matches per calibrated image. Georeferencing was not necessary, since the UAV
featured a built-in GPS mechanism. The images were overlapped and transformed on a WGS84 image
coordinate system (Figures 4 and 5). The resulting orthomosaic and DSM were projected on an output
WGS84/UTMzone 14N coordinate system.

Figure 4. Orthomosaic image of study site as true-color composite.

https://www.pix4d.com/
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Figure 5. Offset between initial image positions from the GPS coordinates (blue dots) and the calculated
image positions from the photogrammetry analysis (green dots). Uncalibrated images (red dots).

The time length to process the orthomosaic and DSM images was 145 min. The output orthomosaic
was subsequently imported into ArcMap 10.1 (https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/) as four
GeoTIFF files consisting of spectral bands. On ArcMap, these four bands were combined into a true-color
composite band (RGB-123). We then imposed a fishnet on the image, in order to divide the lot into
quadrants and facilitate in the identification process. The imposed fishnet resulted in 175 quadrants.

Using the composite image with the fishnet, each volunteer observed the section of the parking lot
that they did not survey with the GPS receiver. The volunteers each used digitization to mark objects
that they believed were artificial containers that could hold enough standing water for mosquito
breeding. Moreover, each volunteer’s points were saved as its own shape file.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Data Analysis

When analyzing the experiments in comparison with each other, we contrasted each method in terms
of the average time length to obtain the field data. When assessing sensitivity and specificity, we created a
2× 2 confusion matrix based on true positives, false positives, true negatives, and false negatives.

• A true positive is correctly identifying an object as an artificial container.
• A false positive is falsely identifying an object as an artificial container.
• A true negative is correctly identifying an object as not an artificial container. Identifying true

negatives on the imagery was done on a sectional level.
• Lastly, a false negative is falsely identifying an object as not an artificial container.

The confusion matrix was based on the volunteers visually identifying artificial containers from
the aerial imagery and contrasting their identifications with our obtained ground truth GPS data.

4.2. Results

Following the completion of the study, we received insights on different aspects of the study
(Tables 2 and 3). In terms of timeliness, we calculated the average time for a volunteer to survey
a section of the parking lot with GPS information at 41 min, while the UAV imagery identification
took 36 min. With p = 0.23 that was generated from a two-tailed, paired t-test, we did not reject the
null-hypothesis of the differences between the two time durations as not statistically significant. That
is, there were no significant differences in the timeliness of the two approaches for surveillance.

https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/
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Table 2. Results from the UAV method.

Predicted

Positive Negative

True 265 352
Actual False 877 365

Table 3. Results from the GPS method.

Predicted

Positive Negative

True 560 501
Actual False 113 62

In terms of sensitivity, we first counted the number of artificial containers from the GPS survey
of the study site, which was 66 artificial containers for one section and 73 artificial containers for the
other section. When comparing this ground truth data with the shape file data of each participant,
the overall sensitivity of the UAV method was 42%, while the sensitivity of the GPS method was
90%. The GPS method demonstrated a higher specificity (82%) compared to the UAV method (29%).
The F1-score, which uses precision and sensitivity to measure accuracy, was significantly higher with
the GPS method (86%) in comparison to the UAV method (30%). Running a two-tailed, paired t-test
on sensitivity, we calculated p < 0.01. From these calculations, we rejected the null-hypothesis of the
differences between the two sensitivities as not significant and accepted the alternative hypothesis.

There were quadrants of the study site that contained true positives (green) and false negatives
(red) from both methods that were more than two standard deviations above their respective averages
(Figures 6 and 7). These outliers were due to the presence of clusters of containers that were easily
identifiable by volunteers, as well as clusters of containers being greatly obscured by natural constraints
such as trees and shade.

Figure 6. UAV outliers of true positives and negatives.

Figure 7. GPS outliers of true positives and negatives.
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4.3. Discussion

Based on the results of the study, we observed that the UAV method was not as efficient as
the GPS method for identifying artificial containers as potential candidates for mosquito breeding.
Specifically, the highest resolution from the UAV cameras could not provide texture and shape to
many of the small-sized containers (e.g., bottle caps), which were incorrectly identified in the approach.
Furthermore, a cluster of containers were obscured from the collected images. Possible ideas such as
flying the UAV at a lower altitude—with a lower GSD—may increase the definition of small containers.
Additionally, capturing impervious areas at a sufficient camera angle may lead to more identifiable
respective containers. Given the risks of infectious diseases such as the Zika virus and the resources
needed to identify and eradicate potential mosquito breeding areas, further investigation is needed to
discover a method that is more efficient than the GPS method.

5. Future Work

The outcomes and insights of our work provide potential new ideas as next steps in expanding
our work. We particularly focus on next steps that relate to improvements on the technical
surveying approach with UAVs and extended ideas that involve deploying the UAV approach with
real-world execution.

5.1. Areas for Improvement for UAV Method

The outcomes of our study demonstrated that the the baseline GPS approach performed better
than the deployed approach for the UAV. However, we believe that there is strong potential in exploring
other setups with the UAV approach that may lead to viable improvements over the conventional
GPS method. With improvements in machine learning techniques (e.g., computer vision) and imaging
technology (e.g., multispectral imaging), the process of identifying objects through automated tagging
with would help improve the accuracy performance of UAV methods for surveying of artificial
containers, especially those with smaller form factors as pursued in our study (e.g., similar to the
neural network approach from [22]). There are also alternative approaches for leveraging UAVs in
the surveying tasks, such as more closely taking images of candidate areas for artificial container
identification of smaller form factors, which may present its own challenges with privacy and safety
laws as noted by [22]); utilizing a hybrid approach that takes the strengths of both the UAV and
GPS method for potentially enhancing the artificial container identification process, included with
the growing ubiquity of newer low-cost GPS devices [14]; and completing UAVs with other types of
mobile computing technologies for addressing the device limitations with a UAV-only method.

5.2. Real-World Deployment of UAV Approach

The focus of the work has been a comparative study between the UAV and GPS technologies.
However, with the focus emphasizing the leveraging of commercial UAVs with default setups for
surveying localized areas of artificial containers with smaller form factors, there is strong potential to
explore qualitative studies with societal benefits. Specifically, an additional next step would involve
recruiting participants with novice expertise to perform surveying tasks in their local communities as
a way to crowdsource the surveying task, which would better inform both researchers and residents
of those communities of potential risks of hazardous mosquito breeding grounds that may originate
infectious diseases. Such a deployment of a UAV approach to the surveying task would evaluate the
technical performance of the approach and the viability performance of conducting such a task.

6. Conclusions

Artificial containers that litter outdoor locations can gather water from weather precipitation,
where such objects may serve as potential candidates for dangerous mosquito breeding that may
lead to the spread of infectious diseases. In this work, we conducted a study that compared methods
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from two types of technologies—a UAV method and a GPS method—for identifying less explored
smaller artificial containers that may serve as potential candidates for dangerous mosquito breeding
grounds. Specifically, we explored the possibility of a novel method that leveraged UAV technology for
comparison to conventional GPS technology for surveying a representative area containing real-world
collections of artificial containers. We designed and conducted a study that recruited nine external
participants for using commercial UAV and GPS technologies to map an area of interest—an abandoned
parking lot with a large density of artificial containers—for first surveying the area with the provided
technologies: 678 waypoints with GPS and 214 aerial images with the UAV.

From our study, we calculated three effectiveness metrics—timeliness, sensitivity, and specificity—
for the two investigated methods—the UAV approach and the GPS approach—to identify potential
mosquito breeding grounds from artificial containers of relatively smaller sizes (e.g., cups, bottles) that
have been seldom explored in prior research literature. Using the participant’s collected and processed
data, we contrasted both approaches by analyzing the data from the participants’ visual identification
insights on a 2 × 2 confusion matrix. From the data analysis, we observed from the three metrics that
the GPS method performed better than the UAV method for our target task of identifying relatively
smaller artificial containers. That is, we rejected the null-hypothesis (p = 0.23) from a two-tailed,
paired t-test that the two approaches were statistically significant. These insights demonstrate that
further research is still needed to enhance the viability of newer UAV methods of this more challenging
type of breeding ground type.
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